Case Study

Corian® Solid Surface Brings Chic Paris Department Store Galeries
Lafayette to the heart of Shanghai Lujiazui
The world-renowned high-end French department store Galeries Lafayette sets its second
flagship store in China at L+Mall Shanghai. With its prime position in the Lujiazui financial
district, Galeries Lafayette is set to become a new fashion hub for Shanghai. Corian® Solid
Surface is used throughout the commercial space, interior design and public area in Galeries
Lafayette and L+ Mall to enable this perfect blend of art and forward-thinking design.

Corian® Solid Surface Glacier White used in the organic shaped translucent reception desk at Galeries
Lafayette, Copyright material of DuPont™ Corian®

The Galeries Lafayette, founded in 1893, has developed into the epitome and the
source of fashion culture with great attraction to upscale consumers. The flagship
store will occupy shops from the first underground floor to the fourth over ground
floor of the L+Mall, covering a combined area of approximately 23,000 square
meters. Located in the heart of Shanghai’s financial CBD, L+ Mall is situated close to
Shanghai Tower and the World Financial Centre. With over 140,000 square meters in gross
area, the space has ten above ground floors and one underground floor. The striking and
futuristic interior design was inspired by the mall’s target market of quality-conscious
consumers. Corian® Solid Surface is used in every space of the shopping mall from

washroom to hallway to elevator to reception to countertop to basin.

Mall interior cladding, column cladding, elevator hall, and retail shop countertops all made use of Corian®
Solid Surface. Copyright material of DuPont™ Corian®

Immersive skylight above the main arcade aims to resemble the night sky. Coupled with
Corian® cladding and fluid LED light bands, a strong visual motif takes visitors on a journey
through the space. The concept of the “walkable” skylight structure also allows people to go
sightseeing on the roof using the entrance on the 11th floor. These are only possible with
Corian® Solid Surface leveraging seamless joint and translucency capability without
compromising functional benefits such as hygiene and easy to maintain.
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Differ from the L+Mall’s futuristic concept, Galeries Lafayette features traditional French
noble concept with wood and brass. Using Corian® Solid Surface Glacier White, the
paradoxical future classic designs are bridged through organic shaped interior façade
seamlessly joint with columns and enhanced with specially designed flowing light which sets
apart different spaces in the shopping mall.
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With new portfolio of stores, art and delights, L+Mall moves away from the typical food-centric
mall concept and redefines the mall and shopping experience in Shanghai. Once again, Corian®
Solid Surface has made revolutionary design possible and sets L+Mall a new fashion icon in
modern CBD.

More information about Lujiazui L+Mall Galeries Lafayette Department Store
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About Corian® Solid Surface – Carve it. Form it. Light it. There's a reason many of the world's
leading architects and designers consider Corian® Solid Surface the ultimate design material.
Renowned for its adaptability, its aesthetics, its sensorial qualities and its durability, Corian®
Solid Surface can help you create a space that makes a statement.
About Corian® Design (www.corian.com) - Corian® Design, a division of the DuPont
company, is a global organization which creates, manufactures and markets advanced materials,
products and solutions for interior design and architecture, originating from a foundation of worldclass technologies and expertise. Marketed under the Corian® brand and the Make your Space™
tagline, its materials, prod-cuts and solutions meet the most demanding requirements in terms of
beauty, functionality and dura-ability. The Corian® Design global portfolio is continuously
evolving and it currently includes Corian® Solid Surface, Corian® Quartz, Corian® Elements and
Corian® Exteriors.
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